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The Beretta M was Beretta's first locked-breech design on the market. Previous Beretta
semi-automatic pistols were all blowback-operated. It was in limited production circa and in
full-scale production from to This version of the Beretta M was replaced around by the
steel-framed "second series" model. Although in and , a small number of alloy-framed Beretta
Ms were made using the new alloy developed for the soon-to-be-released Beretta 92 pistol. The
"second series" Beretta M was nearly grams heavier than the alloy version, but the balance was
improved. A special version of this "second series," the Egyptian Contract Model , was modified
according to the wishes of the military of the Egyptian Arab Republic, who placed Beretta in
competition with the Hungary's Tokarev to become its primary supplier of sidearms. The
Egyptian Contract Model 's particular modifications included larger sights, a simplified,
narrower grip and an external thumb-spring magazine release, a departure from the push-button
release in the lower-right grip of the Ms. The Egyptians appreciated the Egyptian Contract
Beretta Model 's accuracy, power and uncanny reliability in desert conditions, and
approximately 50, were produced. Despite intense pressure and incentives from the Soviet bloc,
Tokarev's challenger, dubbed the "Tokagypt," was produced in comparatively small quantities.
The "third series" model was the definitive version. Its lengthened slide further improved the
pistol's balance. The relatively large sights of the Egyptian Contract Model were replaced by the
original, smaller, unobtrusive sights, which were less likely to snag on a holster. Serial
production of this definitive version initiated in Italy in , and in Egypt in the early s. The M is no
longer produced in Italy and was never adopted by the Italian Army. The Italian Army instead
opted to keep the. Other countries to have adopted the M include Egyptâ€”where it has been
produced by the local firm Maadi as the Helwan â€”Israel, Iraq â€”where it is license-built as the
Tariq , Nigeria , Libya and Tunisia. In most of these countries, the pistol is now out of service.
On the civilian market, the pistol is known as the M "Brigadier. The M is a short recoil
â€”operated, locked breech pistol with a vertically falling locking piece and an open top slide
the locking mechanism design was influenced by the Walther P38 pistol. The locking piece
features two locking lugs that engage appropriate recesses cut into the slide's internal side
surfaces. When the pistol is fired, the locking piece, integral with the slide, goes back together
with the barrel which is locked to the slide. After a brief period of unrestricted travel of approx.
As the barrel and slide continue back, the locking piece strikes the stationary plunger and is
forced down into recesses in the slide. Upon forward return, the slide picks up the barrel and
the locking piece on the barrel lug is lifted up by the receiver cam to lock the barrel to the slide.
The spring-loaded extractor is integrated into the slide, and the fixed-type ejector is integral to
the pistol's frame. The pistol has a hammer striking mechanism with an exposed hammer and a
single-action trigger with a disconnector, which enables semi-automatic fire only. A cross-bolt
safety mounted on the weapon's frame beneath the hammer provides safe operation with a
cartridge introduced into the chamber. The M is fed from an 8-round detachable box magazine.
A hold open device will keep the slide locked open after discharging the last cartridge from the
magazine. The pistol uses fixed iron sights set for engaging targets at 50 m. These consist of a
forward blade and rear notch. The Modello is a commercial version of the M chambered in 7.
Produced for sales to sport shooters in Italy in order to comply with restrictions forbidding
ownership of military caliber pistols. The "Target" version of the incorporated modifications to
the grips, sights and barrel that had originally been introduced on the "Berhama"
target-shooting model of the 9mm made specially for the Egyptians. The "R" stands for Raffica,
which is Italian for "volley", "flurry", or "burst" sometimes spoken "R" as "Rapid" in English ,
which was designed and produced during the s in response to a request made by the Italian
special forces. Additionally, the weapon has a heavier slide, a folding wooden forward grip, the
barrel was extended, and so was the magazine, increasing capacity to 10 rounds. The MR was
issued to several Italian special forces and to a lesser extent to the Carabinieri and the Polizia di
Stato all along the s; it had poor success and quickly went out of production, as it was plagued
by several defects: the ammunition capacity was low compared to the rate of fire and, with the
selector on the "AUT" position, the MR fired in full-automatic mode rather than by three-rounds
bursts as other similar products of the following years; this produced high recoil and resulted in
poor controllability and scarce accuracy. Furthermore, with such a high rate of fire, even with
extensive training it was impossible for the shooter to produce short and controlled bursts, and
as reported by many users the shortest burst one could achieve was five-rounds. From
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Commons. Egyptian Contract M Pistol. Fixed iron sights , frontâ€”blade, rearâ€”notch. A
convertible was the pace car for the Indianapolis , and GM initially announced a production
convertible replica, but a coupe version was offered instead. Base model Berettas were
equipped with the same powertrain as the Chevrolet Cavalier, the 2. A five-speed manual was
available only by special order if paired with the 2. Also included was a sport cloth interior and
sport steering wheel. The GTU was available from until the model year. Beretta GTUs with the
FE7 suspension package were shipped to Cars and Concepts where they were equipped with
16x7-inch aluminum alloy wheels, custom body kits, a rear spoiler, mirrors, custom trim, and
decals. It was produced from to It came standard with Oldsmobile's 2. Motor Trend' s only
complaint was the Quad 4's NVH noise, vibration and harshness and noted it was one of the
most raucous engines of its time. Beginning in , the 3. The 3. Starting in the model year the 3.
The model year saw major interior updates, including a new dashboard and center console and
the addition of a driver's side airbag. The new V6 was only available with a new four-speed
automatic transmission. The 2. Beretta sales steadily declined every year of production as the
market turned away from two-door models. In , Chevrolet ended production of both the Beretta
and Corsica after 10 model years. The Corsica was replaced by the Chevrolet Malibu in The last
Beretta rolled off the assembly line on July 30, General Motors was sued by Fabbrica d'Armi
Pietro Beretta for trademark infringement involving their use of the Beretta name for a car. The
Beretta, using a splayed valve 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see
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Beretta Foundation. Retrieved 16 May Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General
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Sport compact C. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Chevrolet Citation coupe
Chevrolet Celebrity coupe. Chevrolet Malibu Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Chevrolet Beretta. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle.
The Beretta 92 also Beretta 96 and Beretta 98 is a series of semi-automatic pistols designed and
manufactured by Beretta of Italy. The Beretta 92 was designed in , and production began in
Many variants in several different calibers continue to be used to the present. The United States
military replaced the MA1. The Beretta 92 pistol evolved from earlier Beretta designs, most
notably the M and M From the M comes the open slide design, while the alloy frame and locking
block barrel , originally from Walther P38 , were first used in the M The grip angle and the front
sight integrated with the slide were also common to earlier Beretta pistols. What were perhaps
the Model 92's two most important advanced design features had first appeared on its
immediate predecessor, the These improvements both involved the magazine, which featured
direct feed; that is, there was no feed ramp between the magazine and the chamber a Beretta
innovation in pistols. In addition, the magazine was a "double-stacked" design, a feature
originally introduced in on the Browning Hi-Power. Carlo Beretta, Giuseppe Mazzetti and Vittorio
Valle, all experienced firearms designers, contributed to the final design in Production began in
May , and ended in February Approximately 7, units were of the first "step slide" design and 45,
were of the second "straight slide" type. In order to meet requirements of some law
enforcement agencies, Beretta modified the Beretta 92 by adding a slide-mounted combined
safety and decocking lever, replacing the frame mounted manual thumb safety. This resulted in
the 92S , which was adopted by several Italian law enforcement and military units. The magazine
release button is at the bottom of the grip as is customary in Europe. This model was produced
from to Features added include a firing pin block thus the addition of the "B" to the name ,
ambidextrous safety levers, 3-dot sights , and relocated the magazine release catch from the
bottom of the grip to the lower bottom of the trigger guard. A compact version with a shortened
barrel and slide and round magazine capacity known as the 92SB Compact was manufactured
from to Government federal testing by making the following changes:. These pistols have
tellurium in the slide , making the steel brittle and as such only have a service life of
approximately 6, rounds. The FS has an enlarged hammer pin that fits into a groove on the
underside of the slide. The main purpose is to stop the slide from flying off the frame to the rear

if it cracks. This was in response to reported defective slides during U. The Beretta 92's open
slide design ensures smooth feeding and ejection of ammunition and allows easy clearing of
obstructions. The hard-chromed barrel bore reduces barrel wear and protects it from corrosion.
The falling locking block design provides good accuracy and operability with suppressors due
to the in-line travel of the barrel. This is in contrast to the complex travel of Browning designed
barrels. The magazine release button is reversible with simple field tools. Reversing the
magazine release makes left-handed operation much easier. Increasingly, it has become
popular to reduce handgun weight and cost as well as increase corrosion resistance by using
polymers. Starting around the year , Beretta began replacing some parts with polymer and
polymer coated metal. Polymer coated metal parts include the left side safety lever, trigger, and
magazine release button. To keep in line with the introduction of laws in some locations
restricting magazines that hold more than 10 rounds, Beretta now manufactures magazines that
hold fewer than the factory standard 15 rounds. These magazines have heavier crimping deeper
indentations in the side to reduce the available space while still keeping the same external
dimensions and ensuring that these magazines can be used on existing firearms. Beretta also
produces 15 round "Sand Resistant" magazines to resolve issues encountered with contractor
made magazines, and 17 round magazines included with the A1 models. Both magazines
function in earlier 92 series and M9 model pistols. Italian magazine manufacturer Mec-Gar now
produces magazines in blue and nickel finishes with an round capacity, which fit flush in the
magazine well on the 92 series. These magazines provide users in unrestricted states with a
larger capacity magazine. The Beretta 93R is a significantly redesigned 92 to provide the option
of firing in three-round bursts. It also has a longer ported barrel, heavier slide, fitting for a
shoulder stock, a folding forward grip, and an extended magazine. Unlike other Berettas in the
90 series it is single-action only, does not have a decocker, and very few are around today. The
Beretta 92 was designed for sports and law enforcement use and, due to its reliability, was
accepted by military users in South America and other countries all over the world. From
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Military , Gendarmerie Nationale. Italian Armed Forces and various police forces. Ivory Coast.
Various specialized detective units of the Prefectural Police Departments. Grup Gerak Khas
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General Directorate of Security. United Kingdom. Bermuda Regiment. United States. US Armed
Forces , designated as the M9. US Border Patrol. Minneapolis Police Department. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Beretta The M9 was adopted by the United States military as
their service pistol in The M9 won a competition in the s to replace the MA1 as the primary
sidearm of the U. The U. In the s, every branch of the U. Armed Forces except the U. Air Force
carried the. The USAF opted to use. The Department of Defense then decided to synchronize the

weapons of all five branches of the U. The service members from the ground combat branches
found this arrangement highly contentious. However, they recognized that the decision was
made for the purpose of eliminating the need to buy replacements for worn-out M frames, and to
establish a common NATO pistol round to simplify logistics in the circumstance of war against
the Soviet Union in Europe. The result, however, was challenged by the US Army, and new tests
were done by the Army. Beretta won this competition, but there was a new trial, the XM10
competition, in This resulted in two different trials that were more limited, but resulted in the
Beretta being chosenâ€”albeit with an updated design. Starting in while the pistol selection
processes were concurrently underway, the Bianchi International holster company began its
development of a multi-functional military holster to be ready for the issuance of a new pistol.
The M12 has served the U. Armed Forces well for decades, and was adopted simultaneously
with the adoption of the Beretta 92F in Additionally, the 92F proved an MRBF mean rounds
before failure of 35, roundsâ€”the number often touted as the equivalent to five or six times the
pistol's service life. While this is normally [ vague ] true in European militaries, [ example
needed ] armed forces of the United States normally [ vague ] subject sidearms to much more
extensive use. The M9 is used with the Bianchi M12 Holster, though other holsters are often
used. The specific modifications made from the Beretta 92 includes:. It also has an enlarged
hammer pin that fits into a groove on the underside of the slide. The main purpose is to stop the
slide from flying off the frame to the rear if it cracks. This was added after slide failures were
observed in Beretta models with very high round counts during tests failures later deemed to be
caused by defective ammunition used in tests. The M9 features multiple internal safeties,
including a firing pin block that prevents the firing pin from moving without the trigger being
pulled, and a firing pin striker that rotates when the safety lever is engaged, preventing the
firing pin from being hit even if the hammer falls. The M9 also has an ambidextrous external
safety lever, allowing both left and right-handed users to engage or disengage the safety
mechanism. The M9 was updated to the M9A1 in The M9A1 has more aggressive front,
backstrap checkering, and a beveled magazine well for easier reloading of the weapon. M9A1
pistols are sold with Physical Vapor Deposition PVD coated magazines that were developed to
better withstand the conditions of sandy environments in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. The
main updates to M9A3 were: [18] [19]. New production materials also make M9A3 production
more cost efficient. The M9 22LR is a variant of the M9 in. The M9 22 is available with 10 and
round magazines, removable sights, and interchangeable grip panels which fit the Beretta M9.
Prior to its widespread adoption by the U. These failures included both military and civilian
Beretta models with very high round counts, and after investigation, Beretta deemed them the
result of ammunition supplied by the U. Army, which exceeded the recommended pressures
specified by NATO. Conversely, the U. Army concluded that the faults were the result of the low
metal toughness present in the Italian-made slides. This event nonetheless provoked a
modification in the M9 design to prevent slide failures from causing injuries to the user, after
which no further slide fractures were reported. The CNA conducted surveys on 2, troops
returning from combat in Iraq and Afghanistan over the past 12 months. Only troops who fired
their weapons at enemy targets were allowed to participate. The M9 had the lowest levels of
soldier confidence in reliability and durability. Other recommendations were for more durable
magazines and better grips. In , soldiers in the field had many concerns with the M9, notably a
lack of confidence in its stopping power [26] resulting from the use of the 9mm ball round, a
significant factor in military evaluations because the Hague Conventions and prohibit use of
expanding bullets in warfare between contracting parties. The United States is not a signatory,
but generally observes the agreement. The military awarded a contract to Airtronic USA,
because the previous manufacturer, Check-Mate Industries, was charging too much per
magazine, [27] though Check-Mate magazines are still sometimes issued. Prior to Check-Mate
magazines being purchased, the military purchased magazines from the Italian firm Mec-Gar.
There were reported failures with the government-contracted 9mm magazines. After extensive
testing and actual testimony given by the troops, it was concluded that the failures were caused
by the heavy phosphate finish that were requested in the government contract, combined with
the unique environmental conditions in Iraq. After corrections to the government-required
specifications for the magazine finish, almost two million new magazines have been distributed
without any further malfunctions. It is identical to the standard M9 sidearm, with standard
Bruniton-polymer finish and black composite grips, except it has a "GO"-prefix added to its
serial number range, starting with GO It comes with a metal belt buckle that is available in gold
metal for Army generals, and silver metal for Air Force generals. The M9 is issued to
crewmembers on Military Sealift Command vessels. Program officials say buying a new pistol is
the better option due to several factors, including: advances in handgun designs; the difficulty
in addressing all of the M9's issues; other pistols being less expensive to produce and

maintain; and the low confidence soldiers have in the M9. A three-year engineering,
manufacturing, and development EMD phase began in early Commercial off-the-shelf pistols
were tested for various capabilities, such as: accuracy, dispersion, compatibility, and corrosion
resistance under extreme weather and extreme combat conditions. The pistol's service life was
expected at 25, rounds. The M9 was required to fire 5, rounds, while data from Beretta shows
the average reliability of the M9 pistol to be 17, rounds without a stoppage. The company
presented the upgrade to improve the M9's performance as a more cost-effective solution,
without needing to buy a different handgun. Improvements include: a thin grip with a
removable, modular wrap-around grip; MIL-STD accessory rail; removable front and rear tritium
sights ; extended and threaded barrel for suppressor use; round sand-resistant magazine; and
other small features, all in an earth-tone finish. The full-sized model will be known as the M17 ,
and the carry-sized model will be known as the M Writing for BearingArms. From Wikipedia, the
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rounds extended [8]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to M9 pistol. The production
started in , the first users were the Italian Carabinieri , Italian State Police and the Guardia di
Finanza even though in limited number, only in it was widely issued replacing the old Beretta
MAB. In the Italian Army bought a limited number of Franchi LF57 submachine gun, judged
better than the M12 but never issued to the troops, and only in the M12S2 variant was
introduced also if in very limited number. However the weapon had a higher initial success in
the Arab countries and South America. In , Beretta weapons designer Domenico Salza revisited
an old project, the Armaguerra Cremona OG44 submachine gun, in order to make a new
submachine gun to replace the old MAB model The Model 12 was the final production model,
and was followed ten years later by the M12S with differences in the safety and other
mechanics. The Model 12 weighs 3. Its short length is achieved by use of a barrel recessed into
the bolt head, known as a telescoping bolt. This reduces length without reducing barrel length
or bolt weight. The barrel and rifling are chromium -plated to prevent fouling. The bolt housing
has grooves to allow bolt movement, even in extremely adverse conditions such as exposure to
mud, dust, or sand. The weapon has three safeties: a manual safety which blocks the trigger; an
automatic safety on the rear grip which immobilizes the trigger and blocks the bolt in a closed
position; and a safety on the cocking handle locking the bolt in case it does not retract
sufficiently. The weapon is provided with a front sight adjustable for elevation and windage and
a rear sight with a two-position flip aperture up to m and up to m. The first variant was
introduced, in limited number, at the end of the '60s for the Italian Navy special forces and is
easily recognizable from the longer barrel, about one inch, and the presence of a birdcage-type
flash suppressor. The Model 12 was redesigned as the Beretta Model 12S in A novel feature is
the grip safety , which locks the trigger and the bolt in the closed position, thus safeguarding
against accidental firing if the grip is not held firmly or if the gun is dropped. The safety and
fire-selector switch, which in the original Model 12 were two separate push-pin button with the
fire-selector being a button that activated single-fire or burst fire whether it was pushed on the
right side or the left side have been re-engineered in a modern lever-type selector with three
positions S for "Sicura" or Safety, 1 for Single-fire, R for "Raffica" or Burst fire. The fixed firing

pin on the face of the bolt can strike the primer only when the cartridge is chambered fully, and
this also avoids accidental firing, according to its designers. The PM12S was also designed with
easy field-stripping and reassembly in mind, which has been simplified and can be
accomplished without tools. It can be equipped with a suppressor , but this requires a slight
modification of the barrel by a competent gunsmith. Minus the suppressor and other optional
features, the Beretta PM12S is made up of 84 discrete components. In the mids the Italian
Carabinieri, after a misfire accident, [ citation needed ] asked for a modification, in the form of a
further safety device, which allowed both to keep the bolt of the weapon in half-cocked position
and acted as an interceptor preventing accidental fire should the bolt or the firing pin suddenly
disengage. This modification was implemented as a standard factory feature, and the
denomination of the submachine gun changed to PMS2 ; this is the only Model 12 variant
currently manufactured by Beretta. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Type of Submachine
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company for the famous Italian industrial group and holds direct or indirect participation in 26
companies. American sales produce over half of Beretta's revenue. In January Beretta
announced the construction of a design and production facility in Gallatin, Tennessee to
expand its US operations. Beretta stated that the decision was in response to further
restrictions on firearms manufacturing being considered by the Maryland Legislature.
Then-CEO Ugo Gussalli Beretta personally visited the Gallatin site and stated, regarding the
new facility, "In return for our investment in jobs, facilities, and assistance to the local
economy, we ask for respect and a supportive business climate. We deserve such respect. We
make the standard sidearm for the U. We also make firearms that police and consumers use to
save their lives and the lives of others. The main office of Beretta USA remains in Accokeek,
[14] as well as unspecified gunsmithing and repair operations. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Beretta Benelli Franchi A. Operating income. Net income. Beretta Holding.
Retrieved 20 July A major influence on the sales results in year was a United States demand
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Val Trompia , Italy. The Beretta Cheetah , also known by its original model name of "Series 81",
is a line of compact blowback operated semi-automatic pistols designed and manufactured by
Beretta of Italy. They were introduced in and include models in. Discontinued by Beretta in
These two models are chambered for the. The 81 has a double stacked magazine with 12 round
capacity, while the 82 has a single stacked magazine with nine round capacity and resultant
thinner grips. These models [1] are chambered for the. The 84 has a double stacked magazine
with 13 round capacity, while the 83 and 85 have a single stacked magazine with seven and
eight round capacity respectively, and resultant thinner grips. The 84 and 85 have a 3. The
model 86 is also chambered for the. This allows the shooter to load a cartridge directly into the
chamber and not have to operate the slide. There are two distinct 87 models both chambered
for. The standard model is similar to other models, but the 87 Target has a longer barrel and
slide, can accept optical sights, and is single action only. The model 89 [2] is also chambered
for the. There are potentially five versions for models 81 through The features for each version
in models 81, 82, 84 and 85 are consistent between models i. This is not the case with models
83, 86, 87 and 89, which were not made in all versions. Base versions of models 81 through 87
are noted for having a rounded trigger guard and generally fewer safety features than
subsequent versions. Safety is ambidextrous and frame-mounted. The frame is alloy, the slide
is blued steel and the standard grips are wood. The B versions of models 81, 82, 84, and 85
introduced an automatic firing pin safety, a shorter extractor and grooved front and back straps.
The BB versions of models 81, 82, 84 and 85 have more serrations on the slide, white dot and
post sights and other subtle changes. The F versions of models 81, 82, 84 and 85 introduced the
"combat" trigger guard with a squared-off front that allows for a finger hold, plastic grips, a
proprietary "Bruniton" finish, a chrome-plated barrel and chamber, and a combination safety
and decocker lever, which when operated in the middle position disconnects the trigger bar
from the hammer, and in the upper position lowers the cocked hammer. Current production
models of. See External links below for BDA owner's manual. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
In Don't have an account? Enfield No. Lists List of handgun cartridges List of rifle cartridges
List of firearms. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Main Page. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Beretta 84F Cheetah. Magazine of capacity; 7
rounds: 83 8 rounds: 85, 86, 87, 89 9 rounds: 82 10 rounds: 87 Target 12 rounds: 81 13 rounds:
This page uses Creative Commons Licensed content from Wikipedia view authors. The guns
were also used by the German, Romanian, and Argentine armies of the time. It is widely
acknowledged as the most successful and effective Italian small arm of World War II and was
produced in large numbers in several variants. Italian specialized workers excelled and the
initial slow rate of production meant that the MAB 38 became available in large numbers only in
, when the fascist regime was toppled and Italy split between the Allied-aligned co-belligerent
forces in the south and German collaborationists of the Italian Social Republic in the north. The
MAB 38 was developed by Beretta to compete in the rich market of machine and sub-machine
guns; it was a well-made and sturdy weapon, introducing several advanced features and was
suitable for police and special army units. Presented to Italian authorities in , its first customer
was the Italian Ministry of Colonies, which purchased several thousands MABs to be issued as
standard firearm of the Polizia dell'Africa Italiana Italian Africa Constabulary , the government
colonial police force. Army orders were slow to come; although impressed by excellent qualities
and firepower of the weapon, the Italian military did not feel the MAB was suitable for standard
infantry combat. It was judged ideal for police and assault units and in the beginning of small
orders were placed for Carabinieri military and civilian police , Guardie di Pubblica Sicurezza
national state police , and paratroopers. The Italian Army requested minor changes to reduce
production costs, notably the changed shape of the recoil compensator and the removal of the
bayonet and catch as the MAB 38A. Orders were still small and the Carcano M rifle remained the
standard weapon even in elite units. The paratroopers of the th Airborne Division Folgore were
armed exclusively with the weapon [ citation needed ]. Blackshirt legions one per infantry

division were regarded and used as elite assault units both for their fanaticism and their Beretta
38s. After the Italian armistice of September 8, , the Italian armed forces melted away and an
Italian army was reconstructed in northern Italy under German sponsorship, the Beretta MAB
equipped many units. The Italian Social Republic R. For assault and counterinsurgency units,
where firepower at close range was a vital asset, it was the ideal weapon. Production of the
MAB became priority and it was supplied in great numbers to R. Regardless of the tables of
organization and equipment of a unit, the Beretta 38 was a popular weapon that could
eventually find its way into the hands of virtually any soldier, especially amongst officers and
higher non-commissioned officers, in any type of unit. A magazine-holding vest was designed
for elite troops Blackshirts, paratroopers armed with the Beretta 38; these were dubbed
"Samurai" due to the similarity of the stacked magazines with traditional Japanese armour. A
special canvas holster was issued with the MAB with two magazine-carrier pouches sewn on, to
be worn as a belt but only came into use during the brief life of the R. The Beretta MAB was
highly praised by Italian resistance movement fighters as well, being far more accurate and
powerful than the British Sten which was common issue in partisan units, although the smaller
Sten was more suited for clandestine operations. German soldiers also liked the Beretta MAB,
judging it large and heavy, but reliable and well made. The series was extremely robust and
proved very popular with Axis forces as well as Allied troops, who used captured examples.
MAB 38, in its first variants, was a fine weapon by any standard, crafted with high quality
materials, flawlessly finished and with carefully machined parts. The mechanism was a
traditional simple blowback recoil but with a novel floating firing pin, an automatic safety on
open bolt both later removed to save production costs , a recoil compensator on the muzzle, a
bolt cocking handle with sliding dust cover and a striking trigger gear with no fire selector but
with two triggers instead; the fore trigger was for semi-automatic fire and rear trigger for
full-auto. The user could shift quickly between methods without switching levers or safety
catches, which proved useful in combat. The Model can be recognized by its machined steel
receiver, fine craftsmanship and finish and by the perforated cooling jacket over the barrel. It
used 10, 20, 30 or round magazines; the short round magazine, when used in conjunction with
the fixed bayonet, was popular with Allied and Axis forces for guarding prisoners or internal
security. In compliance with Italian army requirements, bayonet mount and rest were eliminated
and the recoil compensator was redesigned, the two horizontal muzzle slots substituted by 4
transversal cuttings, judged more effective. This standard army variant was renamed MAB 38A
and issued in Despite its undeniable effectiveness, the Beretta Model 38 proved too
time-consuming and expensive to produce during wartime. Marengoni designed a simplified
model made from sheet steel, in which the cooling jacket and bayonet mount were eliminated
and the separate firing pin mechanism replaced by a fixed firing pin machined on the face of the
bolt. The barrel and wooden stock were also shortened to save weight and cost. It also had a
slower rate of fire rpm. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Type of Submachine gun. The
Daily Star. Retrieved Modern African Wars: The Congo â€” Oxford: Osprey Publishing.
Retrieved April 3, Small Arms Review. Stackpole Books. The New Zealand boys especially loved
them. Even the Germans liked it, and they hated to admit anything was good except their own
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Moschetto Automatico Beretta Modello MAB 38A: 4. MAB 38A: millimetres The Beretta is a
semi-automatic pistol designed and manufactured by Beretta since It builds on a long line of
small and compact pocket pistols manufactured by Beretta for self-defense. It is intended to be
a very simple and reliable pocket pistol. The Beretta is a simple blowback pistol with a single
action trigger mechanism and tip-up barrel. The frame is made out of aluminum alloy, the slide
and barrel are carbon steel. The Beretta Jetfire chambered in. The Minx version in. The safety
system is very basic. The accuracy of the pistol is adequate although the small grip and short
sight radius may limit some shooters to be effective only at short ranges, though this is not
really an issue, considering the limitations of the cartridge. Its small grip also makes it prone to
bite the slide can cut the top of the shooter's hand when fired. As the pistol lacks a shell
extractor, relying instead on blowback pressure to clear the shells, misfires are removed

manually by tipping up the barrel and prying out. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Iola, Wisconsin: Gun Digest Books. Book Sales, Incorporated. Categories :.
Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Main Page. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. Beretta Jetfire and 8-round magazine. Italy Brazil United States. This page uses
Creative Commons Licensed content from Wikipedia view authors. The Beretta 70 was a
semi-automatic pistol series designed and produced by Beretta of Italy, [1] which was based on
the earlier 7. The gun is notable for its appearances in film, and is also the first compact Beretta
pistol to feature several improvements commonly found in Beretta pistols for the rest of the
century. After only a few years, the cross bolt safety was replaced with the thumb-activated,
frame-mounted lever safety found on most Beretta pistols in the latter half of the 20th century,
and indeed most single-action or traditional double-action semi-automatic pistols in production
today, until the relocation of the safety to the slide with the Model 92S in A softer, longer curve
that tapered up to the front of the gun was also added to make the trigger guard more sleek.
Near the end of its production, the same thumb shelf of the 76W's left grip panel was added to
the 70S. The Model 70 is the base model of the series, and the only one featuring a caliber other
than. The Model 71 is the same as the 70, except it was only available in lightweight alloy not
steel , which reduced the weight of the pistol by about grams, and was chambered in. The 71
and 72 was marketed as the Jaguar. The Model 72 was the same as Models 71 and 75, except it
was supplied with two barrels: one short barrel for self-defense, and one long barrel for target
shooting. Models 73, 74, and 75 were target models with a longer barrel than the others. Model
74 featured adjustable sights mounted on the barrel. The Model 76 is much more distinctive,
with a barrel shroud integrated with the frame, similar to the later Beretta 87 Target, with a rail
for mounting optics. Produced from to , it features the same full-size frame as models 73 and Its
sights are adjustable, but the rear sight is mounted to the barrel shroud instead of the back of
the barrel as on the 74, giving it a longer sight radius and greater accuracy. The Model 76 was
available with either plastic or wooden grips, and respectively suffixed as 76P or 76W. The
series pistols were identical to the 70 series, but were briefly marketed in the United States as
the such in the late s. The Model was a. Model was identical to the Model 71, and Model was
identical to Model This numbering scheme was dropped in the mid s, when the original Model
70 designation was resumed. No special designation was made for it, but the Model 70 was
available with a threaded barrel and detachable suppressor. The Model 70 series, without suffix,
was manufactured from At some point in this period, the frame-mounted thumb safety was
adopted, replacing the older cross-bolt safety of the Model The S version was introduced in , [3]
included a new magazine safety, [3] [4] and marked the adoption of caliber. Production ceased
in Given its extensive use in Italian fil
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m as a police service weapon, [1] a compilation album of theme songs from those films was
released under the title "Beretta Roaring Themes From Thrilling Italian Police Films ". This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Beretta 70 Series The Beretta 70 in. Model 70
with newer thumb-operated manual safety, flat grips, and early model magazine release button.
Model 70S with thumb-rest grip and late model magazine release button. Retrieved Krause
Publications. United States: Stackpole Books. Iola, Wisconsin: Gun Digest Books. Also known
as Model 74A. Release Date: September 29, Enfield No. Lists List of handgun cartridges List of
rifle cartridges List of firearms. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Main Page. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Beretta 70 in. Single Action.
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